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Motivation

The RDF Stream Processing (RSP) community group\(^1\) is in the process of defining a core model for expressing continuous queries over RDF data streams, referred to as the RSP-QL. Previously, a number of RSP query languages have been proposed in conjunction with their corresponding RSP engines, but no consensus has been reached regarding the semantics or syntax of these implementations. For example, C-SPARQL [2], SPARQL\textit{stream} [3], and CQELS [4] extend standard SPARQL syntax with patterns for defining windows over RDF streams. EP-SPARQL [1] instead extend the SPARQL syntax with focus on temporal operators, supporting an approach more clearly oriented towards event processing. Finally, some engines have used standard compliant SPARQL and SPARQL Update (e.g., INSTANS [5]), relying on users to manually specify, for example, windowing constraints.

Reusing Continuous Queries

In static contexts queries can be validated against predicted output, but developing and validating queries that handle data from several streams of data is less straightforward, and the process can be very time-consuming.

Regardless of the query semantics and syntax of the forthcoming RSP-QL we believe that being able to share and reuse continuous queries will grow in importance. Sharing queries as strings requires them to be adapted purely by hand, making it difficult to share queries efficiently. Representing queries instead as RDF facilitates meta-modeling capabilities, and the possibility of creating query templates.

We propose to extend the SPIN syntax\(^2\) to support the upcoming RSP-QL semantics. The SPIN vocabulary is well-established as a format for representing standard SPARQL 1.1 queries as RDF, and queries can be represented in a syntax-agnostic form. The vocabulary supports meta-modeling of both queries, query templates, and partial queries. Additionally, the official SPIN API supports constraints and inference rules, which could also be leveraged in RSP applications.

\(^1\) [https://www.w3.org/community/rsp/]
\(^2\) [http://topbraid.org/spin/api/]
One difficulty in extending SPIN is to verify that the model correctly represents the features of the RSP-QL, which could be discussed at the workshop. We should also consider that the extension can be used to (partially) support engine specific query languages, which could be useful if these engines are maintained.

A possible SPIN syntax extension for representing stream blocks, as supported in CQELS-QL [4], can be seen below. The stream block closely resembles the SPIN representation of a graph block, but with an added blank node for defining the window over the stream.

```sparql
@prefix spin: <http://spinrdf.org/sp#> .
@prefix rsp: <http://spinrdf.org/sp-ext#> .

[ a rsp:NamedStreamGraph ;
  rsp:streamNameNode <http://www.example/stream> ;
  rsp:window [ a rsp:LogicalWindow ;
    rsp:range [ rsp:value "10" ;
                  rsp:unit "m" ] ;
    rsp:step [ rsp:value "10" ;
               rsp:unit "s" ] ] ;
  spin:elements ( ... ) ]
```
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